
Anne Saunders – Aunt to Gracie  

It was May 2014 after I had taken part in the Hope 24 event in Plymouth when the idea 
came to me. I thought why not take something I enjoy and from that develop a plan to 
raise money for a charity that’s so important to our family. When my beautiful great 
niece Gracie was diagnosed with A-T it was, as all families hearing this know, a really 
difficult time dealing with the heart-breaking news. For the next few years my thoughts 
kept turning to ‘how can I do something to help?’.   

At the start of 2015 I looked at events I could take part in to set myself walking 
challenges whilst raising much needed funds for the A-T Society. I’ve always enjoyed 
walking and in fact it became a very big part of my recovery process (on the advice of 
my physiotherapist) after having had two spinal operations in 2006. Walking gives me 
time to reflect, time to put things into perspective and at 64 years old is a very good 
way of keeping fit.   

A couple of weeks after making this decision my plans were halted – I had an argument 
with the solid wooden leg of an armchair, which I lost, ending up with a broken toe! 
This took more weeks than I expected to heal so I had to postpone my plans. When 
2016 arrived, I was even more determined and came up with the idea of taking part in 
a series of walking events over the space of a year to cover a total of 300 miles. It 
seemed appropriate to start the series with Hope 24, a challenge to complete as many 
5 mile circuits as you can/want to within 24 hours set in beautiful Newnham Park. I 
completed 10 circuits including some through the night; a new experience for me 
walking with only a headtorch to light my way.   
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I took part in six more events in the following 12 months; the longest and most 
challenging being the 62-mile Race to the Stones which was a non-stop walk over 21 
hours along The Ridgeway ending at Avebury Stones. I’ve been very lucky to have 
amazing support from family and friends during all the events and in fact two of them 
were organised by my children, Matthew and Aimi, who have both been such strong 
emotional support through all the challenges. Matthew and his wife planned and 
accompanied me on a 30 mile walk along the SW Coast Path from Millbrook to Fowey. 
Just a stroll along the coast path I thought – I could not quite believe how many steps 
there were up from Polperro to the cliff top, followed by many steps back down, to be 
followed by even more steps back up again and so it continued….. really tough on my 
legs but such stunning scenery and all pain soon forgotten by the promise of a pint of 
Cornish Ale waiting for me at the end! Aimi’s planned walk was a total contrast – 
together we walked a 16 mile circuit around Bristol, taking in the Clifton Suspension 
Bridge, Observatory, Cumberland Basin and many more sights that I’ve driven past, 
not realising how remarkable they were. We finished with a Gin in a Tin at Cabot 
Tower…..wonderful! 

My final challenge, and the most important to me, was to walk the 65 miles from home 
to Gracie’s front door. Over two and a half days I walked a route I had planned using 
Ordnance Survey and Google maps, with the whole family (including my 8 month old 
Grandson) supporting me. An emotional journey, a very appropriate finale and with a 
lot of plugging to friends and friends of friends it (along with the other challenges) has 
raised money which will be ploughed into research to extend lives and eventually find 
a cure.   

Looking back on the last year and remembering that first ‘long’ walk I took after my 
surgery – only three miles (but a very important three miles) – I’m proud of what I’ve 
achieved and I’m proud of my family for rallying to the cause and helping me make 
this last year’s 300 mile journey such a success. Every step I took and every penny 
raised was not just for Gracie but for every young person living with this devastating 
condition.   

My plans for the future? To keep walking and if another challenge presents itself…   

 


